$4737.50

Our Price: $3790.00
Shade Color:
Body Finish:
Lamp:
Wattage:
Dimmer:
Dimensions:

N/A
Gold
1 x LED/120V LED
N/A
N/A
17.72"H x 17.72"W x 0.78"D

Product Number: QLO70261
Company:

Fixture Type:

Project:

Approved By:

#1702CL-QLOCK2-018L1-XXGD

Date: Apr 23, 2018

Phone: 866-954-4489
Address: 1718 W. Fullerton Ave. Chicago IL 60614

List Price:

www.Lightology.com

Shown in: Gold

Description:
Qlocktwo Creator's Edition wall clock, English Version, is
available in Rust, Platinum, Raw Iron, Vintage Copper,
and Gold for a limited time. The typographic front
combines the moment with the written word and
makes it a statement. Square shaped clocks mounts to
a wall. A matrix with symmetrically arranged characters
lights up to form words. The front panel of Qlocktwo is
supported by eight magnets. Clock comes with wall
assembly and solid acrylic glass stand for the standing
version. Each front panel in Rust finish is unique and
manually corroded in an elaborate process. All
generated rust surfaces are completely different from
each other. In a further working step, the rust surface is
made resistant to abrasion, laser signed and
numbered. This creates an individual look that is
popular in architecture as corten steel. The core front
panel of Qlocktwo Gold consists of a laser cut steel
plate. The surface and every single section of the letters
are refined by hand with gold leaf in an elaborate
process. This way, the front panel gets the typical gold
leaf structure with the glamour of royal significance.
Qlocktwo Gold should only be used as a wall clock.
Each clock is a desirable and unique example of
modern, exact laser-cut steel and centuries old
tradition of goldsmith's crafts. 110V low energy
consumption power supply with LED technology. 17.72
inch width x 17.72 inch height x 0.78 inch depth.
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